
WRITE THE SAT ESSAY RIGHT

SAT Essay writing requires a very specific set of skills. techniques as you read, which leads right into the next stage of
SAT essay writing.

Stay Objective The thing to remember here is that ETS the company that writes the test is not asking you for
your opinion on a topic or a text. They are the kinds of passages any high school student should be able to
understand and analyze. What is the SAT essay? Be very careful here. Note that the testmaker gives you a
head start here, suggesting that you include analysis of evidence, reasoning, and stylistic elements. Know your
reader: -Keep in mind who is reading your essay as you write and use appropriate language and voice. If they
cannot decipher your script, they will lower your score. Writing just for the sake of taking up space is a bad
idea, and one the readers will recognize and penalize you for. Catch their attention: -Start with something to
"hook" the reader's attention and keep them interested in your writing. The old SAT essay consisted of a
question for debate, and students were to present a clear argument for one side. The essay task will always be
the same. Focus on relevant features. If you are not sure where you will apply, you should strongly consider
signing up for the essay. Stay organized with our free SAT checklist. When you are graded on your essay, you
are graded on three main categories: Reading, Analysis, and Writing. Fifty minutes may not seem like a long
time to develop a well-written response, but with a calm and practiced approach you'll have the opportunity to
show your best work. Your essay score will appear on every score report you send to colleges, regardless of
whether or not the school requires an essay. Make Time for Edits While not always possible, aim to leave
some time at the end for review. Even nicerâ€”the testmaker encourages you to use the features in the first set
of directions, but note that you can develop your own. Written for general audiences. Indented Paragraphs Are
Your Friend Remember the basic essay structure you learned in school: introductory paragraph, body
paragraphs and a conclusion? What Is a Perfect Score? Because the format and directions for the SAT essay
are always the same but the passage changes , you can memorize them and practice writing essays. Plan your
time wisely: -Before test day, make a game plan. Your introduction should describe the text and paraphrase
the argument being made, as well as introduce the specific elements of the passage and argument that you will
discuss in the essay.


